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Abstract
Applied machine learning research has the potential to fuel further advances in data
science, but it is greatly hindered by an ad hoc design process, poor data hygiene,
and a lack of statistical rigor in model evaluation. Recently, these issues have
begun to attract more attention as they have caused public and embarrassing issues
in research and development. Drawing from our experience as machine learning
researchers, we follow the applied machine learning process from algorithm design
to data collection to model evaluation, drawing attention to common pitfalls and
providing practical recommendations for improvements. At each step, case studies
are introduced to highlight how these pitfalls occur in practice, and where things
could be improved.
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Introduction

There is much to be excited about in the field of machine learning these days. From championship
video game AI to advances in autonomous vehicles, it seems that no matter where we look we see
machine learning transforming yet another domain. But while the field has been taking its victory lap
for these successes, problems have surfaced from the depths of the machine learning development
cycle that potentially jeopardize the entire endeavor by producing illusory experimental effects. In
some cases these problems are systematic, and extend beyond the existing discussion of problems
related to dataset bias. Without an adequate response to solve them, the utility of machine learning as
a constructive technology is brought into question.
Pitfalls can emerge at three critical points in the applied machine learning development cycle:
1. In the design process of an algorithm, when a team is formed to solve a problem, assumptions
about the problem and solution are formulated, and an algorithm is developed.
2. At the point of data collection for a model that will be trained using the newly developed
algorithm.
3. During evaluation, where the model’s performance as a solution to the problem is assessed.
There are serious technical and ethical ramifications when there is a breakdown at any critical point
in the development cycle. Illusory experimental effects lead to machine learning papers that not only
fail to replicate, but also create serious and often difficult-to-diagnose problems for the people who
try to implement the research in practice. Recent examples of this include algorithms for determining
criminal tendencies [53, 22] and detecting sexual orientation [51] from photos of faces, as well as
commercial services that automatically determine suitable job candidates for hiring managers [12].
In all of these cases, the claimed functionality is not what it appears to be due to underlying problems
in experimental design, data use, and evaluation [14, 3, 4].
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It is important to note that we are not merely claiming that some research is morally dubious. While
some of the research we discuss in this paper is morally dubious, we see the same problems in
research that isn’t, including neural architecture search, the ImageNet dataset, and route-finding
algorithms. Problems in the machine learning development cycle also appear when machine learning
is applied to other fields of science. For example, Liu et al. [30] found that out of tens of thousands
of papers on deep learning published in the medical imaging literature, only a tiny fraction were
methodologically sound.
The objective of this paper is to identify and illustrate common pitfalls in the machine learning
development cycle. It is not to shame or embarrass particular researchers or organizations. For
every example we cite in this paper, there are a dozen other examples that could have been given.
Furthermore, all of the pitfalls raised in this paper are problems that have come up in our own work.
The first author has withdrawn submitted papers after issues we raise were brought to her attention
and has had to explain to end-users that models they developed could not be put into practice due to
methodological shortcomings. The second author has worked on data-driven modeling for years, and
regrets not always scrutinizing data sources and delivering evaluations that could have been more
rigorous.
While some of the issues are things that individual researchers can address in their work, many are
not. Even when the problems can be addressed individually, the culture of machine learning research
fails to enforce important behavioral norms. We aim to fix that.
The bulk of the rest of this paper traces the development cycle of machine learning research. We begin
by discussing algorithm design, before moving on to data collection and finally model evaluation.
Within each topic we raise some of the pressing problems with current machine learning practice,
elucidate these problems with case studies, and then present recommendations to improve the current
practice of the field. In the final section of this paper we discuss takeaways, with a focus on things
the reader can
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Designing the Right Algorithm

Before one can answer the question “Am I doing the research right?” one must first tackle the
question “Am I doing the right research?” Although ethical issues with machine learning research
have attracted increasing attention recently, we contend that many projects suffer from fundamental
design flaws that make them — even on a purely technical level — non-starters from the beginning.
2.1

Problems with Algorithm Design

Not Engaging with Stakeholders. Modern machine learning and data science has national and even
global repercussions, but researchers rarely admit the scope of the interests involved. While progress
has been made in getting researchers and engineers to identify users as stakeholders, as machine
learning and data science technologies become increasingly popular for public use the importance of
recognizing anyone who may interact with the system as a stakeholder becomes crucial. For example,
the stakeholders in FBI predictive policing algorithms [19] include every person who will set foot
in the U.S. while the algorithms are in use and the stakeholders in the routing algorithms in Google
Maps and Waze include the people whose neighborhoods and lives are disrupted by having drivers
rerouted by their homes [31, 29]. Existing notions of participatory design in machine learning are not
sufficient to address these sorts of situations.
Ignoring Assumptions. Algorithms necessarily rely on oversimplified models of the world, but not
enough attention is paid to the assumptions that are designed into models and the impacts that they
have on the results. This is a perpetual problem in computer science, famously highlighted a decade
ago in the blog post “Falsehoods Programmers Believe About Names” [32]. Assumptions that are
built into algorithms and datasets (often implicitly) can influence the results of research in ways that
undermine its credibility [24, 48] or dissuade people from pursuing certain types of research [5, 10].
Lack of Oversight. When most scientists seek to do a study that impacts humans, they are required
to obtain approval by an Institutional Review Board (IRB) whose job it is to protect the rights and
interests of the subjects of the study. Unfortunately, most applied machine learning and data science
research is exempt from requiring IRB approval because it analyzes preexisting data. This often means
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that machine learning research is not reviewed by a third party until it is given to peer-reviewers, a
point far too late to make meaningful changes to the design of the experiment or algorithm.
2.2

Case study: Gender and Machine Learning

Automated gender recognition (AGR) is a textbook example of how assumptions made in the design
process can invalidate research. One example of this is how they operationalize gender without
attending to the direction of causation. There are hundreds of papers that claim to be able to
accurately determine people’s gender based on anything from a writing sample [6, 56, 20], to their
gait [57, 16, 18], to the texture of their skin [54, 27, 1]. Regardless of what one thinks constitutes
“gender,” almost nobody believes that one’s gender is determined by their handwriting, gait, or skin
care regimen. Indeed, many of the study authors explicitly acknowledge this disconnect before
proceeding to ignore it.
The typical justifications of these methodologies uses a V-shaped causation pattern: something causes
gender, that same thing causes the attribute measured, and therefore we can infer things about gender
from the measurement. This is invalid reasoning, but it is highly prevalent in machine learning
research. When these algorithms are being used to prescriptively assign gender labels to people,
something that all of the mentioned papers cite as an application of their work, it is not sufficient to
invoke correlation instead of causation as a justification of the effect. None of the referenced papers
employ sufficient controls to make any sort of causal claims, but every paper makes them.
AGR research also highlights how ontological assumptions can interfere with research. According to
Keyes [24], 94.8% of AGR papers define gender in a binary fashion with no acknowledgment of the
existence of transgender people. By prescriptively defining the bins that people must fall into, the
algorithm is incapable of understanding humans beyond the scope of the author’s conceptions. This
is a very common way for researchers to imprint their own biases into their data, and best practices in
fields such as medicine [7] and HCI [45] strongly discourage it.
2.3

Best Practices: Recommendations for Algorithm Design

Not every problem needs to be solved via an algorithm. Although as machine learning researchers
we are inherently biased towards trying to solve problems with machine learning, many issues can
be solved by simply not trying to solve them at all. In a conversation about whether or not Twitter’s
automatic cropping algorithm is racially biased, Amy Zhang [59] pointed out
The easiest fix for that biased cropping AI? No it’s not to build another AI – it’s to
give people the power to select crop boundaries when posting a photo.
A similar sentiment shared by many others. Twitter took this criticism to heart, and announced
changes to cropping including giving users control over how their images were cropped [2]
Democratize your notions of stakeholdership. Any person who produces data used in a model, uses a
model, or whose life is impacted by the outputs of a model is a stakeholder. This especially includes
groups who are1 undervalued and underrepresented in the design process.
Integrate stakeholder feedback into the default ML development cycle. While the recent paper
“Participation is not a Design Fix for Machine Learning” [44] raises important points about the limits
of how participatory design is often done, that does not mean that participatory design is not a crucial
component of the ML development cycle. It is vital that machine learning researchers take the
criticisms of their research by stakeholders seriously, making meaningful changes to their concepts
and approaches rather than “participation-washing” their research. Bhatt et al. [9] and Sloane et al.
[44] provide actionable recommendations for researchers looking to improve their next study.
Subject research to ethical review. Recent strides towards improving the ethicality of machine learning
research have been made by NeurIPS’s requirement of a Broader Impacts statement. While this is a
good first step, ethical review needs to be taken more seriously industry-wide, and integrated earlier in
the research process to prevent significant amounts of time and money being spent on fundamentally
invalid or harmful research. Even when the problems with research later comes out (e.g., predicting
1

It is typical to say “who are historically” here, but this is misleading and casts diversification as a solved
problem which it is not.
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criminality from facial structure, training language models with hate speech) that doesn’t prevent the
harm done when people take this research and base deployed AI algorithms on it.

3

Collecting the Data

The adage “what is counted counts” has never been more true than it is today. Troves of data are
collected and stored every day, much of it to be analyzed by machine learning algorithms. How that
data is collected and what precisely it counts is vital to understanding the resulting analysis. Yet far
too often questions of data methodology are ignored by industry and academic researchers alike.
3.1

Problems with Data Collection

Statistical and Social Bias. At this point, it should not be surprising to anyone working on machine
learning to hear that datasets are heavily biased. However, bias remains a key problem facing all
fields pursuing data-driven modeling. Biases tend to manifest in one of two ways: statistical and
social. Statistical biases can take the form of class imbalance or repeating irregularities associated
with both salient and non-salient information in data points. While recent discussion makes this seem
as though it were a newly discovered problem, statistical bias in machine learning has been studied
for decades [26]. Social biases can be more subtle and tend to occur as artifacts of a data collection
process or as reflections of societal biases.
Not Testing on Data Collected from the Real World. The machine learning community has decided
that widely-used benchmark datasets are the best way to evaluate an algorithm’s performance.
Unfortunately this can cause assessments of an algorithm’s reliability in a paper to be wildly different
from what happens in the real world [17]. The only way to evaluate an algorithm’s performance in the
real world is on freshly collected real world data from the population that the algorithm will actually
be applied to. Machine learning can look to the field of robotics for best practices, as it has always
done this and never hesitates to point out the mismatch between datasets and the real world [46].
The Limitations of the Big Data Paradigm. The dominant strategy in AI product development has
been to collect vast troves of data for high-capacity machine learning models. There can be no
doubt that big data has led to advances in numerous applications, from photo tagging to autonomous
vehicles. But this approach has its limitations, some of which are only now becoming apparent.
Perhaps obvious in retrospect, “bigness” can be a liability. For many datasets, there are too many
images for manual scrutiny or meaningful validation. Researchers have no good way to exhaustively
examine each and every datum, which can lead to problematic data samples being provided to an
algorithm during training. Recent work by Prabhu and Birhane [39] highlights major issues with
several commonly used image datasets, and how to address them in research.
Noisy Labeling. Because we lean heavily on human annotators for supervised learning, what is
inherently a noisy labeling process is prone to mistakes. Rater reliability can be assessed [41, 35],
but rarely is. Nearly all datasets in common use have a single label assigned by one person to each
sample. This does not give us any indication about the correctness or difficulty of the sample, and
can lead to problems down the line during training. The labeling process is also prone to malicious
attack. It has been shown that it is possible to change labels in such a way that provides a favorable
outcome to an attacker (e.g., a backdoor in a trained model) [13]. The problem is exacerbated by big
data: if a small number of labels change in a sea of millions of samples, does anybody notice? Those
changes may be consequential to model outcomes.
3.2

Case Study: The Tiny Images Dataset

A very recent example that reflects almost all of the above problems is the retraction [48] of the
Tiny Images dataset [50], which had been used for object recognition research. This dataset contains
very small images (32 × 32 pixels) for over 50,000 different noun categories, and was meant to
develop visual recognition capabilities that match the “remarkable tolerance of the human visual
system.” As of this writing, the paper describing the dataset has been cited over 1,700 times, and
numerous algorithms have been developed using it as source data. The retraction was prompted by
an investigation by Prabhu and Birhane [39], who noted that Tiny Images used several categories for
images labeled with racial and misogynistic slurs. Under closer scrutiny, they found that the dataset
4

also contained non-consensual pornography such as up-skirt photographs and imagery degrading to
various marginalized groups.
The problems that were exposed in Tiny Images map directly to the problems we have singled out
related to bias, big data, and labeling. Tiny Images most obviously suffered from a case of social
bias in its racist and misogynistic categories. These were unfortunate reflections of Internet culture,
which were unavoidable in the collection strategy used by the creators of the dataset: an automated
data procedure that relied on nouns from WordNet [33]. This saga also exemplifies the limitations
of the big data paradigm. According to the retraction issued by Torralba et al. “The dataset is too
large (80 million images) and the images are so small (32 x 32 pixels) that it can be difficult for
people to visually recognize its content.” Thus, it is argued that the very advantage of big data is
rendered moot by the presence of even a small number of problematic data samples. Because it is
not possible to find all of the problematic instances in a dataset, according to Torralba et al., the only
recourse is to take a dataset out of service if problems are found. And when it comes to labels, Tiny
Images contained arbitrary label assignments that reflected accepted and derogatory racial categories
in WordNet. Moreover, the crawling process relied on tags from the web, not multiple assignments
from a collection of annotators. Without a consensus judgment, this means the accuracy of the labels
remains unclear for many of the images. Finally, there is a temporal aspect to the labels: assigned
labels can evolve over time as social and cultural norms change.

3.3

Best Practices: Recommendations for Data Collections

Hypothesis Driven Data Collection. Instead of simply hoovering up data and then trying to use it
for whatever arbitrary application that comes down the line, a better approach would be to design
a collection with a hypothesis in mind. There is no reasonable expectation that any question can
be answered by using a generic pool of data, no matter how large. Across the natural sciences,
experimental data collection is tightly coupled with a specific hypothesis that is formulated before
work begins. The same should be true of experiments in machine learning.
Auditing and Documenting Datasets. While we acknowledge that it is impossible to go exhaustively
through today’s machine learning datasets by hand, there are still some sensible strategies for auditing
that can be used. Given that most dataset come from sites where users can upload their own
content, there are fairly obvious problems to look for in a targeted way: hate speech, profanity, and
pornography. Less obvious catches can be made by auditing the sources of the data. Are celebrity
news sites overly represented in a dataset for photo captioning? That may lead to racial bias in
operation [42]. Thus better heterogeneity in sourcing is needed. In software engineering, a set of tests
that is not comprehensive, but still useful to reveal failure modes is known as smoke testing. This
idea transfers nicely to dataset auditing, where feasible checks for the above items and others can
made in a reasonable amount of time. From the point of view of documentation, the “Datasheets for
Datasets” [21] framework is something that people are beginning to use and which would benefit the
field if adopted as a standard [43, 15, 47].
Quantify Annotator Uncertainty. When it comes to the quantification of annotator uncertainty, the
recommendation here is to quantify aleatoric uncertainty [25, 23]. This is the uncertainty estimated
and attempted to be removed when aggregating data from different annotators. With a quantitative
value of uncertainty for a datapoint, a decision can be made to use or not use that point, or perhaps
weight its influence appropriately, which has been shown to be effective [37]. The process can include
an assessment of how familiar annotators are with the domain, as well the social and cultural norms
associated with the type of data being annotated.
Dataset Revision Process. The above problems mean that at some point in a dataset’s life-cycle, it
will need to revised. A revision of a dataset can remove problematic information, document what
has been removed from the previous version, and provide an explanation for why the revision was
necessary. This may not completely remove all problems from a dataset, especially in a big data
context, but it is a way to address specific problems as they are raised. Revision control systems for
data should be developed to ease this process. Importantly, a standard for dataset revision should
be defined and adopted by the community. “Datasheets for Datasets” [21] is a framework that has
attracted attention for this, but researchers and practitioners have been slow to put it into practice.
5
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Evaluating the Model

The field of machine learning is founded upon dataset-based evaluation. On the one hand, using
standard datasets provide a common basis for comparison across different algorithms, as well as
sufficient data for self-contained evaluations. On the other hand, because datasets are self-contained
worlds they often misrepresent algorithm performance and can result in misleading findings if datasets
are too heavily relied on. Exacerbating these problems are intentional or unintentional misuses of
learning algorithms. Here we make specific recommendations on how evaluation can be improved
informed by common practices in other experimental fields and previous observations from the
machine learning literature that have gone unheeded. These recommendations are made for artificial
neural networks, but in some cases can apply to other learning algorithms as well.
4.1

Problems with Model Evaluation

Lack of Rigorous Statistical Evaluation. Statistically verifying the results of a scientific paper is
essential to its publication and the credibility of its results. Despite the attention to rigor in the
algorithm development process, many of the most popular and successful machine learning models
do not apply statistically rigorous techniques in evaluation. This can take many forms, including
failing to report interval estimates for results, failing to analyze variance and random seed effects,
and failing to properly control for covariates such as training methodology.
A machine learning model is usually considered successful if it can exceed state-of-the-art performance on standard datasets, but researchers rarely pay attention to the statistical significance of
their results. Making judgments based on a small number of data points with little attention to the
significance of their findings leads researchers to incorrectly over- or under-value work. In the worst
cases, the lack of significance testing leads to a failure to notice that methodologies do not beat basic
null models for the task.
A largely unacknowledged problem in neural network experiments is the lack of k-fold testing
by varying the value of the random seed during training. Rarely do we find a paper that reports
error based on this form of evaluation. It is well known that different random initializations of the
elementary parameters can lead to drastically different results [36]. For datasets with fixed training,
validation, and testing partitions, this presents a dilemma. An honest experimenter may get lucky or
unlucky, depending on the choice of the seed. Thus the reported results may not reflect what happens
on average for a series of training runs. A dishonest experimenter may attempt to mine seeds for an
extended period of time, looking for a favorable starting place that leads to good results on the test
set.
Failing to Compare to Null Models. Not all accuracies are created equal. On some tasks, e.g., malware
detection, getting to 90% accuracy is trivial while on others, e.g., predicting the outbreak of war, it
would be world-changing. While this fact is well-known to researchers, it is not sufficiently respected
by them.
A recent example of this is “Criminality from Face” research, where deep learning was reported to
be able to determine whether or not somebody is a criminal based on a photo of their face [53, 22].
Bowyer et al. [11] demonstrated that accurate results can be achieved for this task because of the
organization of the datasets used: mugshot photos from government data sources are labeled “criminal”
and ordinary public photos crawled from the web are labeled “non-criminal.” The authors found
that the results were completely explained by dataset classification. In the now classic paper an
“Unbiased Look at Dataset Bias,” Torralba and Efros [49] warned about this very problem. That
paper has largely been remembered for kicking off the study of individual biases within computer
vision datasets, but it made a more important observation about datasets as self-contained worlds:
they possess a certain visual style at a global-level, which can easily be learned. If an experimenter is
labeling the datasets to suit their needs, either intentionally or unintentionally, this observation can be
exploited.
Lack of 3rd Party Evaluation. The academic peer review process is meant to verify the scientific
integrity of work, which includes reproducibility. Earlier in this paper, we noted that the vast majority
of published deep learning models for medical image analysis cannot be independently verified [30].
It is now standard practice by corporate research labs to not publish code or data with their papers in
the interest of protecting intellectual property. This means that it is impossible to verify the claims
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made without re-implementing the work described in the paper from scratch, which is sometimes
impossible if corresponding configurations are not made available to the public, or if details have
been omitted. Even when code is available, replications of machine learning research often fail [40].
Aggravating this problem has been the dramatic increase in papers submitted to machine learningoriented publication venues. CVPR alone went from 2,123 papers in 2015 to 6,424 in 2020. Reviewers,
who are overburdened even with the average load of 5-6 papers, do not have time to work with any
available code under these conditions.
On the commercial side, companies are under no obligation to submit their products to peer review.
In other industries, it is common practice to seek 3rd party evaluation of a product for quality or
standards certification. This has rarely been the case in the AI industry. When blackbox machine
learning products are released without 3rd party evaluation, problems that might otherwise have
been identified in testing can emerge in operation. In one example, Microsoft released a blackbox
web app for photo captioning that reproduced racial stereotypes which are prevalent in computer
vision datasets composed of celebrity photos [42]. In another case, Twitter’s blackbox photo cropping
algorithm demonstrated racial bias, and led someone to start a public experiment on the platform [38].
Presently, we only see change when there is large public outcry, which isn’t a sustainable strategy.
4.2

Case Study: Neural Architecture Search and Randomly Wired Neural Networks

Neural architecture search (NAS) is a field of deep learning that tries to optimize the neural network
architecture and find networks that produce better results when trained. Unfortunately neural architecture search by and large does not work, and many NAS researchers seem to have not noticed this
fact due to poor statistical practice.
The landmark paper by Xie et al. [55] points out that that NAS papers typically compare against each
other with no external reference points or null models to compare to. To address this gap, they train
neural networks whose computational graphs are generated randomly. To decrease the influence of
any bias or knowledge that the authors have on the null models, they decide to generate graphs using
standard random graph generators from social network analysis. These random graph generators
have the additional benefit of having never been applied to NAS before. The surprising result was
that some of the random network generators achieved “state-of-the-art” performance.
Unfortunately, the neural architecture search community does not seem to have learned much from
— or even understood — Xie et al. [55]. At the time of writing Xie et al. [55] had 144 citations. Of
those, more than 75% of the papers cite it as an example of neural architecture search being effective,
with more than 25% explicitly describing it as a state-of-the-art methodology. Despite the fact that
hundreds of NAS papers have been published since Xie et al. [55], subsequent research has continued
to validate the fact that basic null models based on random search remain the “state-of-the-art” for
NAS [28, 52, 34]. This term itself is a bit of a misnomer though, as any methodology that fails to
outperform random networks is at a very basic level failing to do optimization at all.
Ottelander et al. [34] look into the problems with NAS research deeper, replicating eight recent NAS
systems on five image datasets. They find evidence that all of the problems identified in section 4.1
are widespread in NAS:
Lack of Statistical Rigor: Poor statistical rigor has allowed for confounding
factors to cast doubt on or invalidate results on widely used search spaces. In
particular, they find that the Differentiable Architecture Search (DARTS) space
is not capable of producing real NAS innovation as the exact training set-up and
choice of hyperparameters cause a significantly large variation in results than
architecture improvements.
Lack of Null Models: None of the papers in question rigorously compare to
adequate null models, and all NAS methods examined either do not improve over
null models or do not significantly do so.
Lack of Replicability: While the eight NAS systems they replicated were selected
because they had open source code, the authors note that this is not common.
Additionally, they discuss that many NAS papers are non-comparable due to using
very different search spaces.
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4.3

Best Practices for Model Evaluation

Statistically Validate Results. A better option than reporting results with just a point estimate is to
report the average and standard error of the estimator. This can be done by varying the random seed,
subsampling the test dataset, or by hypothesis testing. While some of these techniques are catching
on, cultural norms around meaningful levels of statistic rigor in published research are needed.
Train a Dataset Classifier as a Control Model. In order to determine whether or not a dataset or data
source is being learned instead of the intended function, our recommendation is to perform a control
experiment that swaps the target labels in the training set for dataset labels. This will lead to the
creation of a dataset classifier at training time if a dataset is being learned. This process is especially
important in cases where multiple datasets are being used in the training set. If this detector is able to
correctly identify the source of new instances, it is likely learning the statistical differences between
datasets rather than the property of interest.
Conduct Third Party Evaluation. Authors of machine learning papers deserve another set of eyes
on their work. Conferences and journals should give reviewers access to the exact code, data and
configuration for the experiments described in papers introducing new algorithms. Area chairs and
area editors should expect reviewers to run and tinker with the code, and referee reports should
include an analysis of reviewer experiments focusing on replication and sensitivity to free parameters
(including a change of data). This will inevitably slow down the rate of publication, but improve
the quality of published work (and perhaps ease the burden on the conference reviewing process). It
is very much in-line with recent calls for machine learning to join the Slow Science movement [8].
With respect to commercial products, an organization similar to Underwriters Laboratories (https:
//www.ul.com/) should be established to certify the safety and correctness of machine learning
products. There is already some precedent for this in computer security [58].

5

Takeaways for Doing Better Data Science

The central challenge for methodologists is to convince practitioners that their suggestions for
improvement are worth pursuing. Resistance to changing methodologies that are perceived as
working is quite reasonable – as one reviewer of this paper put it, “Hypothesis-driven data collection:
this sounds good on paper, but what does it mean in practice... Even if cost were no issue, ML has
made enormous progress using standard benchmark datasets, such as ImageNet, to allow for objective
comparison of results from different labs using different methods. Are the authors suggesting that the
field abandon this approach?”
While we agree that the methodologies commonplace in applied machine learning research has
produced great success, that doesn’t mean that we should not continue to strive to do better. To this
point, we have sought to not only criticize current scientific practices but also to elevate work that
exemplifies or instructs research to a higher standard. We hope that this, together with our analysis
of prominent failure cases at each stage in the development process, inspires researchers to hold
themselves and each other to higher standards.
If there is one thing the reader takes away from this paper, we hope it is that there are concrete steps
that individuals bring home with them to improve their methodological practices. This includes
thinking about whether or not a problem needs to be solved via an algorithm, applying more rigorous
standards of statistical analysis, auditing and documenting datasets, and comparing results to null
models. These recommendations can be implemented on a project-by-project basis without significant
external support. Additionally, although many of our suggestions require larger scale changes than
one person can accomplish alone, you can encourage the development of the necessary norms and
cultural attitudes by asking these questions in peer review, posing them to project leads, and making
your personal commitment to them known. Even if people do not yield to your questions, raising
them and normalizing them as a point of discussion is an important first step.
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